We investigate the generation of photon-phonon entangled states by exploiting stimulated Brillouin scattering in nanoscale waveguides. The squeezing type Hamiltonian that represents creation and annihilation of photon-phonon pairs is obtained out of the multimode photon-phonon interaction Hamiltonian in the presence of a pump field. The Bogoliubov eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, which are a coherent mix of propagating photons and phonons, show squeezing properties in the uncertainties of the collective quadrature operators. The measurement of the photonic component can provide a controllable source of single phonons in demand.
I. INTRODUCTION
The creation of entanglement between optical and mechanical components is of big importance for quantum information processing in optomechanical setups [1, 2] . Nanoscale optomechanical systems are a kind of hybrid systems that combine optical and mechanical parts within the same setup [3] . The production of various quantum states of the mechanical and optical modes can be achieved with the aid of photon-phonon interactions within nanoscale structures [4, 5] . Interfacing single photons with single phonons allows the quantum states of mechanical motion to be prepared and manipulated by counting the light quanta. The generation of single phonon can be of importance for quantum information and metrology with applications in quantum communications and quantum memories [3, 6] . The formation of squeezed states in optomechanical systems is a difficult mission due to the influence of dissipation and decoherence [7] [8] [9] . The unwanted thermal fluctuation of the mechanical modes can be removed using optomechanical cooling senarios [10, 11] . Moreover, one can appeal to measurement techniques in order to manipulate quantum states of sound in nanostructures [12] [13] [14] .
The generation of squeezed light with fluctuations below the vacuum ones has been of great interest since its theoretical prediction [15] . Squeezed states of light has been demonstrated experimentally in different systems ranging from bulk optical nonlinearity down to micromechanical resonators [16] . Quantum states of mechanical motion with a well-defined phonon number requires fast quantum operations and long coherence times. Squeezed state of motion in micromechanical resonator has been manipulated using microwave frequency radiation pressure [17] . The controlled generation of multi-phonon Fock states in a macroscale bulk acoustic-wave resonator has been demonstrated in [18] . Non-classical correlations between photons and phonons in a nanomechanical resonator have been reported according to a full quantum * Electronic address: hashemz@hit.ac.il protocol involving initialization of the resonator in its ground state of motion and subsequent generation and read-out of correlated photon-phonon pairs [6] , following a probabilistic scheme based on Duan, Lukin, Cirac, and Zoller protocol [19] . Moreover, the entanglement generation in cavity quantum optomechanics has been implemented in different hybrid quantum systems [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) is the scattering of light from mechanical excitations of a medium [25, 26] . The recent progress in fabricating waveguides with nanoscale cross section opens new horizons for SBS. Here a breakthrough has been appeared in which radiation pressure dominates over the conventional electrostriction mechanism, as predicted theoretically [27] and realized later experimentally [28] . Radiation pressure can provide strong photon-phonon interactions that lead to a significant enhancement of SBS in nanoscale waveguides [29] . Such a progress introduces SBS as a promising candidate for quantum information processing involving photons and phonons in nanoscale structures [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Various setups have been fabricated for the realization of nanoscale waveguides [37] . The low waveguide mechanical quality factor is among the main factors that strongly limit the efficiency of each device [1, [38] [39] [40] . For example, in on-chip waveguides the direct contact between the waveguide and the substrate material limits the quality factor to small values with a relatively fast leak of the phonons into the substrate [41] . On the other hand, suspended nanoscale waveguides have higher quality factor with longer phonon lifetime, but they are limited to a very short waveguide length that yields weak SBS, e.g. in silicon nanowires [42] . A compromise has been suggested by using nanoscale silicon photonic wires that are supported with a tiny pillar, the fact that keeps a reasonable quality factor and allows the achievement of relatively long waveguides with strong SBS [28, 43, 44] .
In the present paper we use our previous results on continuum quantum optomechanics [29] in order to generate entangled photons and phonons with squeezing properties in nanstructures. The process of the creation and annihilation of photon-phonon pairs can be achieved in exploiting SBS in nanoscale waveguides. Such propagating photons and phonons obey conservation of energy and momentum in the presence of a strong pump field. The quadratic Hamiltonian obtained in assuming a classical pump field can be diagonalized using the known Bogoliubov transformation. The diagonal eigenstates show strong entanglement between photons and phonons. These diagonal states are eigenstates of the squeezing operator, then the photon-phonon mixed states are vacuum squeezed states. Even though, the independent photon and phonon states show no squeezing phenomena. The results are presented by calculating the squeezing parameters that are related to the uncertainties of the quadrature operators for the different quantum states [45] .
The paper starts in section 2 by introducing the quadratic Hamiltonian that represents the creation and annihilation of photon-phonon pairs. The daigonalization of the Hamiltonian is given in section 3 which yields photon-phonon entangled states. The squeezing properties of the mixed states appear in section 4 by calculating the Heisenberg uncertainties of the quadrature operators, where detail calculations are presented in the Appendix. Section 5 includes the conclusion.
II. INTERACTING PHOTONS AND PHONONS IN NANOSCALE WAVEGUIDES
We present first photons and phonons in nanoscale waveguides made of high contrast dielectric material. In our previous work [29] we performed analytical calculations for obtaining the exact dispersions of both the electromagnetic field and the mechanical vibration modes inside a nanoscale waveguide of circular cross section made of silicon material (with refractive index of 3.45) that is localized in free space. The case of a nanoscale waveguide made of silicon with rectangular cross section is achieved numerically in [27] . The electromagnetic field can freely propagate along the waveguide axis with almost continuous wavenumbers, for enough long waveguide, and is strongly confined in the transverse direction with discrete modes. Here we assume a single active mode in the transverse direction. Exploiting translational symmetry, the wavenumber takes the values k = 2π L n, where L is the waveguide length with (n = 0, ±1, ±2, · · · , ±∞). Moreover, we concentrate in a region where light can propagate with almost linear dispersion of an effective group velocity of v g . Hence, the photon dispersion is given by ω k = ω 0 + v g k, around a given frequency ω 0 in the appropriate region [29] . The photon dispersion is schematically plotted in figure (1) . The photon Hamiltonian in momentum-space representation reads
where a k and a † k are the creation and annihilation operators of a photon with wavenumber k for a given transverse mode and a fixed polarization, with frequency ω k .
Next we consider the mechanical vibrations in the waveguide. In nanoscale waveguides different types of vibrational modes can be excited, but here we consider only the propagating acoustic phonons [29] . The acoustic phonons have a linear dispersion that is given by Ω q = v a q, where q is the acoustic phonon wavenumber and v a is the sound velocity. The phonon dispersion is illustrated in figure (1) for the acoustic mode. The phonon Hamiltonian reads
where b q and b † q are the creation and annihilation operators of a phonon with wavenumber q for an acoustic mode, of frequencies Ω q .
The SBS between photons and phonons is subjected to conservation of energy and momentum. The SBS Hamiltonian is given by [29] 
where g kq is the SBS coupling parameter among the two photons of wavenumbers k and k − q and a phonon of wavenumber −q. The coupling parameter can be in general k and q dependent, but we assume here the local field approximation, that is g kq = g. The exact dependent of the coupling parameter on the photon and phonon wavenumbers is given in [29] for a nanoscale waveguide of 1 cm length made of silicon with circular cross section of 500 nm diameter. The first interaction term represents a process in which a photon, (k, ω k ), scatters into another photon, (k − q, ω k−q ), with the absorption of a phonon, (−q, Ω −q ), under the conservation of energy, ω k−q − ω k = Ω −q . The second term represent a photon, (k − q, ω k−q ), that emits a phonon, (−q, Ω −q ), and scatters into another photon, (k, ω k ), under the conservation of energy. The process is represented schematically in figure (1) .
In order to excite the waveguide photons one need to couple the internal field to the external radiation field in using the input-output formalism [46, 47] . We consider
The linear nanoscale waveguide in which the two sides are considered to be two effective mirrors, and which allow coupling among external radiation field and internal waveguide field. Inside the waveguide three fields are represented, the photons ω k , ω k−q and the phonon Ω−q. An external pump field also appears, ωp, on the left side.
the linear waveguide of a finite length and we assume two effective mirrors at the two edges, as seen in figure (2) . The mirrors serve us to couple the external field with the internal waveguide field, and also photons can leak outside the waveguide through the mirrors. The input and output external fields of wavenumber k are given by c 
is the effective coupling parameter between the internal and external fields of wavenumber k. In the following we assume identical mirrors and the coupling is independent of the wavenumber where u k = u. For example, in tapered nanofibers made of silica the tapered zones can be considered as effective mirrors [48, 49] . For nanophotonic waveguides, e.g. made of silicon, grating couplers are used to couple the internal-external fields that considered as effective mirrors [50] . We concentrate in the case of three fields inside the waveguide, a signal photon, (k, ω k ), a pump photon, (k − q, ω k−q ), and an acoustic phonon, (−q, Ω −q ). Therefore, we limit our discussion to the Hamiltonian
The first step is to bring the Hamiltonian into a quadratic form that includes effective coupling between signal photons and phonons that induced by SBS in the presence of the pump field. This procedure can be achieved in assuming the strong pump field to be a classical one, where the obtained effective photon-phonon coupling is found to be related on the pump field intensity.
We apply an external control field, (ω p , k − q), that is described by c in k−q , in order to excite the waveguide pump field at frequency ω k−q , where the fields are close to resonance ω k−q ≈ ω p . From conservation of energy and momentum, and due to SBS within the waveguide, a pump photon is scattered into a signal photon of ω k assisted by the emission of an acoustic phonon of Ω −q , where ω k−q ≈ ω k + Ω −q with the required phase-matching.
Let us concentrate now in the pump field at wavenumber k − q. The input pump field is represented by c in k−q . The pump field is enough strong in order to neglect any change in it due to SBS. Hence, using the input-output formalism [47] , we get the equation of motion for the pump operator
where
We
III. PHOTON-PHONON BOGOLIUBOV MODES
We start from the above Hamiltonian (4) that includes only the three appropriate waveguide fields. The system can be linearized by assuming a classical pump field, where the Hamiltonian casts into a quadratic one. We use the previous results, where the pump field operator, at steady state in using the input-output formalism, is given by equation (6) . In the classical limit we have λ k−q = √ u i∆ k−q µ k−q , where λ k−q = a k−q , and µ k−q = c in k−q . We achieve the quadratic Hamiltonian
We move to a rotating frame that oscillates with the pump waveguide frequency ω k−q , to get the Hamiltonian
whereω kq = ω k−q − ω k , with the effective coupling
We treat the case of resonance external-internal fields, where ω k = ω s and ω k−q = ω p , thenω kq = ω p − ω s , with i∆ k−q = u + γ 2 . Here we concentrate in the case of fixed wavenumbers, k and q. For further simplification we use the replacement a k →â and b −q →b, with f k−q → f , Ω −q → Ω, andω kq → ω, where ω = ω p − ω s . Hence we can write, in assuming real f ,
The Hamiltonian can be easily diagonalized using the Bogoliubov transformation [51] α = cosh râ + sinh rb † ,
with the inverse transformation
The fact thatâ andb obey boson commutation relations, 
whereÎ is a unit operator. We choose (ω + Ω) cosh r sinh r = f (cosh 2 r + sinh 2 r), to get the diagonal Hamiltonian
where ω 0 = (ω + Ω) sinh 2 r − 2f cosh r sinh r, ω α = ω cosh 2 r + Ω sinh 2 r − 2f cosh r sinh r, ω β = Ω cosh 2 r + ω sinh 2 r − 2f cosh r sinh r.
The calculation yields
and cosh r sinh r = f 2∆ , where we defined ∆ 2 =ω 2 − f 2 , withω = ω+Ω 2 . We obtain
and ω 0 = ∆ −ω, where δ = ω−Ω 2 . The ground state |vac has energy ω 0 . We get two collective Bogoliubov modes with energies ω α and ω β , which are represented by the boson operatorsα andβ, respectively. The creation and annihilation of a collective excitation involves creation and annihilation of a photon and a phonon in the presence of an external pump field. The collective states are entangled states of photons and phonons, as discussed in the next section. The stability requirement implies the conditionω > f , which can be easily achieved in nanoscale waveguides.
IV. PHOTON-PHONON SQUEEZED STATES
Here we present a deep study of the collective states obtained from the creation and annihilation of a pair of photons and phonons in the presence of a pump field in nanophotonic waveguides. We concentrate in the entanglement between photons and phonons and emphasize the squeezing in the uncertainties of the quadrature operators of the photon-phonon mixed states. In the light of the previous results we define the squeezed operator [45] Ŝ (r) = e r(â †b † −âb) ,
which can be written aŝ
We define the photon and phonon Fock's state |n phot , n phon . The vacuum state is |vac = |0 phot , 0 phon , whereâ|0 phot , 0 phon =b|0 phot , 0 phon = 0. We apply thê S(r) operator to the photon and phonon operators, by usingα
which yield exactly equations (11) . Now, we apply theŜ(r) operator on the vacuum state. We define
that yields |r = 1 cosh r e tanh râ †b † |0 phot , 0 phon .
In terms of photon and phonon Fock states we have
where |n, n = |n phot , n phon . The state represents entanglement between photons and phonons. Hence, if n photons exist in the system then for sure exists n phonons. The probability of finding n photons and n phonons is given by
In the limit of tanh r 1, we can expand the |r state in terms of Fock states as |r ≈ (|0, 0 + r |1, 1 + · · · ) .
Keeping the first two terms gives photon-phonon entangled state of the Bell's state type. The limit of tanh r 1 (or r 1) can be achieved atω f , which is consistent with the stability conditionω > f . Our main concern now is to show that the |r state represents a vacuum squeezed state for a mix of photons and phonons. Moreover, the above state can be used as a source of single phonons, where once a single photon is observed in the system then for sure a single phonon exists [6] .
For a nanoscale cylindrical waveguide of 500 nm diameter one can consider a phonon with Ω = 10 GHz frequency, and the photon-phonon coupling parameter is g = 1 MHz [29] . The input-output coupling parameter can be of u = 1 MHz and the photon damping rate is γ = 10 mHz. At resonance, that is δ = 0, one can choose the pump intensity such that the effective coupling parameter is f = 1 GHz. Here the pump intensity is of n in = 10 12 sec −1 . In this case we have cosh 2 r ≈ 1.0025 and sinh 2 r ≈ 0.0025 where tanh r ≈ 0.05 and then r ≈ 0.05. We obtain P 0 ≈ 0.9975, P 1 ≈ 0.0025 and P 2 ≈ 6.25 × 10 −6 . As r 1 hence the above expansion of equation (25) holds. Note that for resonance the limit of r 1 holds at Ω f as hereω = ω = Ω.
A. Independent Photons and Phonons
We start by defining the quadrature operators for both the photons and phonons [45] . We have for the photonŝ
with the uncertainties
and for the phononŝ
We calculate the expectation values of the photon and phonon quadrature operators in the state |r . In the Appendix we give detail calculations. We get X a = Ŷ a = X b = Ŷ b = 0. Furthermore, we obtain
The uncertainties are
All uncertainties are equal, where
The Heisenberg uncertainty relations are
which is larger than 1/2 (equals 1/2 at r = 0). The squeezing parameter is defined by
Here we get the same squeezing parameter for all quadrature of both photons and phonons
The squeezing parameters are positive, and then no squeezing appears neither for the photon or the phonon independent modes. For example, using the previous numbers we get S
B. Mixed States of Photons and Phonons
Let us define the photon-phonon mixed operatorŝ
We define the related quadrature operatorŝ
In the Appendix we calculate the expectation values, to get X c = Ŷ c = X d = Ŷ d = 0, and
Then the uncertainties are
The Heisenberg uncertainties are, as expected,
Now the squeezed parameters are defined by
We obtain The effect of thermal phonons is critical for achieving squeezed states and for a source of single phonons. In typical nanoscale waveguides we have for the phonon damping rate Γ = 1 M Hz [3, 52] . For phonon frequency of Ω = 10 GHz, we get Q = 10
4 . At temperature of T = 200 mK, the average number of thermal phonons is n ≈ 0.1.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Nanoscale waveguides are an ideal platform for manipulating propagating photons and phonons with strong mutual coupling. By limiting the discussion to two light fields and a single sound field, we obtained a squeezing type Hamiltonian by choosing one of the light fields to be strong and treated classically. The Hamiltonian represents creation and annihilation of photon-phonon pairs that subjected to conservation of energy and momentum with the aid of the pump field. Here the frequency and intensity of the external pump field serve as control parameters for the photon-phonon coupling and their resonance. The Hamiltonian can be easily diagonalized using the known Bogoliubov transformation to get diagonal eigenstates that are a coherent mix of photons and phonons.
The diagonal eigenstates are shown to be also eigenstates of the squeezing operator and they form entanglement between the photon and phonon Fock states. At small squeezing number the observation of a single photon yields for sure a single phonon in the system, which used as an efficient source of single phonons at relatively low temperature. The calculation of the uncertainties of the quadrature operators for the independent photons and phonons show no squeezing phenomena. But, the uncertainties of the quadrature operators for a coherent mix of the phonons and photons show squeezing properties. The negativity of the squeezing parameter is a measure for non-classical behavior.
The generation of entangled states of photons and phonons with squeezing properties is of importance for fundamental physics and applications. The hybridization of photons and phonons inside the same setup combines the properties of both light and sound modes. This fact is useful for the physical implementation of photons and phonons in quantum information processing. The result can provide a controllable source of single phonons. The setup is a solid state component and can be easily integrated into all-optical on-ship platform, and can be realized in using, e.g., a nanowire made of silicon or a silica tapered nanfiber. Now we calculate the photon quadratic terms
and
For the phonon we obtain
On the other hand, using (11), we havê 
in using
and also
with
that yield
and vac|α 2 |vac = vac|β 2 |vac = 0.
We get X 2 a = Ŷ 2 a = X 2 b = Ŷ 
Using (53,54,55), we obtain r|â †b |r = 0, r|âb|r = cosh r sinh r.
We get r|ĉ 2 |r = − cosh r sinh r, r|ĉ †ĉ |r = sinh 2 r,
and r|d 2 |r = cosh r sinh r, r|d †d |r = sinh 2 r.
Finally we reach 
